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Digital Exhibit Projects
Librarians collaborated with the Honors FYE faculty on a three-stage progressive experience, where librarians worked with Honors FYE students to explore major technology concepts, propose and create digital projects to benefit the library and makerspace technologies, and scaffolded technology assignments throughout the curriculum, culminating in a digital exhibit project utilizing the university’s Special Collections Shared Shelf Digital Collection.

Outcomes
- Groups of 3-4
- Group chooses exhibit topic and narrative
- One digital exhibit per group
- Class and campus presentations

Project Initiatives
- Project Management and Group Roles
- Content Selection and Development
- Building Script and Taking Inventory
- User Experience and Wireframes
- Copyright and Citations

Evaluation and Assessment
- Scaffolding projects and paralleled programs
- Explore technology platforms
- Break down initiatives into separate assignments
- Create evaluation form for students
- Reflect and adjust

To view the lesson plans and final projects, visit us at:
http://stmary.libguides.com/honorsfye/digitalexhibitproject